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tradition, the scholarship, the admiration for the Great Age
of classical Greece which characterized the students of the
kingdom of the Ptolemies. That admiration might inspire
imitation, but it undoubtedly tended to stifle originality.
Those who would seek to establish that at some time in the
history of East Rome there is a breach in continuity, that
something distinctively new came into being, must at least
admit that the culture of the Empire knew no such severance:
it persisted until the end of the Empire itself.
There are, however, scholars who would interpret other-
wise the essential character of this civilization. For them
East Rome was an 'oriental empire'; they contend that it did
but grow more and more oriental until in the eighth century
it became etroitement orientalise. These assertions have been
repeated many times, as though it were sought by repetition <
to evade the necessity for proof: certain it is that proof has
never been forthcoming. It is true that Hellenistic civiliza-
tion had absorbed some oriental elements, but the crucial
question is: Did the Byzantine Empire adopt any further
really significant elements from the East beyond those which
had already interpenetrated the Hellenistic world? One
may point to the ceremony of prostration before the ruler
(proskynesis), to mutilation as a punishment, possibly to
some forms of ascetic contemplation, to the excesses of
Syrian asceticism, to Greek music and hymnody derived
from Syrian rhythms and rhythmic prose, and to cavalry regi-
ments armed with the bow—what more? The Christian
religion itself came, it is true, originally from Palestine, but
it early fell under Hellenistic influence, and after the work of
the Christian thinkers of Alexandria—of Clement and
Origen—Christianity had won its citizenship in the Greek
world. Until further evidence be adduced, it may be sug-
gested that the Empire which resolutely refused to accept the
Eastern theories of the Iconoclasts was in so doing but
defending its own essential character, that the elements which
in their combination formed the complex civilization of the
Empire were indeed the Roman tradition in law and govern-
ment, the Hellenistic tradition in language, literature, and
philosophy, and a Christian tradition which had already been
refashioned on a Greek model.

